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    1  Monolith At The Mountlake Terrace  1:19  2  A Dish Best Served Cold  2:17  3  Bulletproof 
2:05  4  Double Down  2:34  5  Fukushima Lemon Twist  1:35  6  The Last Laugh  2:39  7  30
Seconds To Malibu  2:24  8  Silent Water  2:43  9  Talking To Myself  2:43  10  Formula 13  1:40
 11  Rinse Cycle  2:28  12  Ricochet Heart  1:54  13  Nothing Left To Say  2:24  14  Sludge 
2:50  15  Sanctuary & The High Cost Of Misery  1:49  16  Let It Go  2:13    Bass [Fender],
Backing Vocals – Steve Soto  Lead Guitar, Backing Vocals – Dan Root  Lead Vocals – Tony
Reflex  Rhythm Guitar – Leroy Merlin  +  Backing Vocals [Additional] – Effrem Schultz, Greg
Stocks, Paul Miner    

 

  

The Adolescents have been around in one form or another for the better part of the last 35
years which is one heck of a long time. The band formed in 1980 in southern California and
their début, self-titled album is considered one of the best punk rock albums of all time. The
band has endured a number of lineup changes and breakups over the past 35 years but has
been at least semi active a lot longer than they have been inactive in that time. In the past ten
years they have been a lot more proficient and released a couple new albums and even did
some touring. The band’s last two albums were only available on a German label but now they
returned to their first home, Frontier Records, for a domestic release of their latest offering, La
Vendetta…

  

This lineup of the Adolescents features original members Tony Reflex (vocals) and Steve Soto
(bass) along with some newer members. They maintain their trademark punk sound with sing
along choruses and punchy guitars. Some of the songs are more in the mid-tempo range which
gives them a more rock feel but still have that punk edge to them and the others have plenty of
energy to keep the listener moving around. I haven’t heard the two albums prior to this one but
this album is easily as good, if not better than OC Confidential, which was a very strong album.
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The album comes on baby blue marbled vinyl which nicely matches the cover art and includes a
download code so you can take these catchy tunes on the road with you on your mp3 player of
choice. 35 years in and the Adolescents proved that they still haven’t run the well dry and
continue to deliver the goods, even better is the band is touring this summer in support of the
album. It is a good year to be an Adolescents fan and any fan of their music will find La
Vendetta… quite pleasing. ---punkvinyl.com
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